
COMPETITION IS FIERCE, AND THERE’S NO TIME TO WASTE. 
How do you get ahead? By using an easy productivity system that works.

Whether you’re a leader, sales rep or tech professional, you need to make every minute count. 
How can you increase productivity to beat your goals – and beat the competition? Jon Denn’s 
revolutionary DRUMBEAT Productivity system is essential for any business professional who is 
expected to perform. Use this easy, rock-solid system to increase daily productivity, consistently 
meet weekly goals, and conquer long-term strategic goals. 

ABOUT JON DENN
Business Advisor & Productivity Expert
DRUMBEAT Productivity

Backed by decades as a business leader and entrepreneur, Jon Denn has been a Vistage 
CEO Coach and Group Chair since 2014. He is a sought-after keynote speaker and 
workshop facilitator. Jon is author of the critically acclaimed book the DRUMBEAT Business Productivity 
Playbook: How to Beat Goals and Disorganization. DRUMBEAT is an unforgettable metaphor for a 
revolutionary (and easy!) productivity system that combines neuroscience research, best practices, and 
productivity riffs that Jon mastered as a CEO and while battling and beating chronic fatigue.

How can you make every minute count?

STORY IDEAS
1. DRUMBEAT Productivity: Structure your day in sets and sessions instead of boring meetings
2. How to find your irresistible rhythm to beat your wildest goals
3. Extreme makeover for your to-do list: Stop losing control of your day
4. Extreme makeover for your meetings: Make productive meetings a reality, not a pipe dream
5. Can you hold “jam sessions” and “improv” at work? 3 fresh productivity ideas based on neuroscience
6. Don’t stuff one more detail into your poor, tired brain: Tips to store (and retrieve) information
7. Capture those innovative ideas! 4 meeting tips that result in true innovation
8. Beating chronic fatigue by applying productivity strategies: One man’s story
9. It’s OK to have fun at work! 7 ways to make work more like play while being uber-productive
10. The biggest meeting mistake your company makes every day (and how to fix it)
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As seen in Forbes and Fortune

As heard on these podcasts: 
Grow My Revenue with Ian Altman | Cerius Business Today with CEO Kristen McAlister 

Endorsed by Marshall Goldsmith, Matt Bodnar, Shane Parrish, Art Markman, Susan Scott, Nir Eyal, David Burkus
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